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ABSTRACT

In this paper the main components and architecture of the
ATHENA toolbox are illustrated along with a number of ex-
amples of applications.

ATHENA (Astrodynamics Toolbox for High-Fidelity Er-
ror and Navigation Analysis) is a toolbox for uncertainty
propagation, guidance, navigation and control of single and
multiple spacecraft with distributed architecture. This toolbox
combines high fidelity dynamical and measurement models
to advanced state estimation and error filtering techniques.
ATHENA allows for the analysis of the coupled orbital and
attitude dynamics during close proximity operations and
docking with cooperative and non cooperative targets.

Index Terms— Guidance Navigation and Control, Filter-
ing and State Estimation, Uncertainty Propagation, Operation
Planning

1. INTRODUCTION

ATHENA (Astrodynamics Toolbox for High-Fidelity Error
and Navigation Analysis) is a software toolbox developed
over the years in the Aerospace Centre of Excellence of
the University of Strathclyde to provide Guidance, Naviga-
tion and Control (GNC) solutions for a variety of complex
mission scenarios and to experiment with new concepts in
navigation, state estimation and uncertainty propagation.
ATHENA provides capabilities for uncertainty propagation,
guidance, navigation and control of single and multiple space-
craft with distributed architecture. Due to these features, the
toolbox can be applied to a variety of applications, from au-
tonomous navigation of formations or swarms of satellites in
the proximity of an asteroid to close proximity operations and
docking with cooperative and non-cooperative targets.

This paper will present an overview of the main compo-
nents of the toolbox and a number of space mission applica-
tions that demonstrate the current capabilities of the software.
In particular the paper will present the following mission sce-
narios:

• Navigating to the Moon along low-energy transfers

• Autonomous navigation of a spacecraft formation in the
proximity of an asteroid

• Asteroid ephemerides improvement via satellite mea-
surements

• Asteroid rotation and orbit control via laser ablation

• Autonomous collaborative on-orbit servicing

Section 2 will briefly describe the general architecture of
ATHENA and its main components, then, different some key
results for each of the mission scenarios will follow in Section
3.

2. ATHENA

ATHENA was conceived as a flexible and multi-disciplinary
toolbox and is now an application as part of the Strathclyde
Mechanical & Aerospace Research Toolbox (SMART) [1].
The main components of ATHENA are:

• High-Fidelity Dynamical Models

• Measurement Models

• State Estimation and Filtering techniques

• Uncertainty Propagation

• Path Planning techniques

• Planning & Scheduling Solver

ATHENA has been developed in MATLAB with a very
modular oriented architecture. This allow the tool to be flex-
ible, easy to upgrade with new features and easy to adapt to
different types of problems. In Figure 1 the toolbox compo-
nents are outlined. The Uncertainty propagation module will
not be described in this paper and can be found in [1]. In
fact ATHENA relies on the uncertainty quantification suite
contained in SMART-UQ and invokes the desired technique
when an uncertainty propagation analysis is required.



Fig. 1. ATHENA software architecture

2.1. Dynamic Models

The toolbox implements high fidelity models for both aster-
oids and Earth orbiting objects. The dynamic model includes
third body effects, solar radiation pressure and the irregular
gravity field of Earth, Moon and asteroids. In an inertial ref-
erence frame the dynamics is described in Cartesian coordi-
nates:

r̈ = − µ
r3

r + ad (1)

with µ the gravity constant, r the position vector and ad
collecting all accelerations, aside the one given by a central
spherical gravity field. For proximity operations the dynamics
is described in a Hill’s reference frame:

δr̈h = −r̈ha− 2θ̇h×δṙh− θ̇h×δrh− θ̇h×
(
θ̇h×δrh

)
+

− µSun

r3Sc

(
δrh + rha

)
+∇Ua+

FSc

(
δrh, rha

)
mSc

(2)

Equation (2) describes the motion of a spacecraft with po-
sition vector δrh with respect to a celestial body with grav-
ity constant µa. The Hill’s reference frame is centred in the
centre of mass of the celestial body. The celestial body has
position vector rha and angular velocity θ with respect to the
Sun. The right hand side of the equation includes the Cori-
olis and centrifugal contributions, the gravitational attraction
of the Sun, with gravity constant µSun. The quantity ∇Ua

represents the gravitational field of the celestial body, while
the last term includes all non-gravitational accelerations like
the solar radiation pressure.

The toolbox includes spherical harmonics gravity models,
tetrahedral models from radar observations (see the example
of Eros in Figure 2), and finite volume models. In the first
case, the harmonic coefficients are from actual data or are
calculated from the inertia matrix of a user-defined ellipsoid;
in the last case, the gravity field is reconstructed from a point
mass distribution.

Fig. 2. Tetrahedron model of Eros from radar observations.

For the point masses model the expression of the gravita-
tional potential is:

Ua =
N∑
i=1

µa,i

||rSc − ri||
(3)

where µa,i is the gravitational parameter of the i-th mass
and ri its position.

2.2. Measurement Models

The toolbox provides a number of sensor and measurement
models. Some of the main sensor and measurement models
are:

• Camera Model This model simulates a high resolution
pin-hole camera (Figure 3). It provides the angular po-
sition of the target (elevation and azimuth angles), as
well as optical flow measurement for tracked features.

• LIDAR model This model simulates the pulse laser
which measures the travelling time of a pulse between
the satellite and the target. It provides the distance from
the spacecraft to a point on the targets surface.

• Inter-Spacecraft Measurement Model This model
simulates the inter-spacecraft measurements. It pro-
vides the relative position, the relative attitude and the
distance between two spacecraft.

• Ground Station Measurement This model simulates
range (ρ) and range rate ( ρ̇) measurements with respect
to a ground station. This set of measurements is the
typical set used to estimate spacecraft trajectory from
Earth [2]. This model includes the rotation of the Earth
Effect.

• Sun-Doppler Shift Model This model simulates a
resonance-scattering spectrometer instrument which
measure the radial velocity of the spacecraft with re-
spect to the Sun (Sun Doppler shift) [3]. The use of
this kind of sensor is useful during the deep space nav-
igation since could be used to integrate the relative and



angular measurement from the spacecraft formation
during the period in which the formation is not visible
from ground.

Fig. 3. Pin-Hole Camera model

More details about the sensors and measurement models
can be found in [4, 5].

2.3. State Estimation and Filtering Techniques

ATHENA implements a number of linear and non-linear fil-
tering techniques that can be coupled with the dynamic mod-
els to build different applications and study cases. The main
filtering techniques included in the toolbox are:

• Kalman Filter (KF)

• Extented Kalman Filter (EKF)

• Uncented Kalman Filter (UKF)

• H∞ Filter (UHF)

• Extended H∞ Filter (EHF)

• High-order semi-Analytic Extended Kalman Filter
(HAEKF), (with expansions up to the 3rd order).

All filters have been extended to allow datafusing sensor
information from multiple platforms More details about the
filtering techniques can be found at [5, 6].

2.4. Path Planning

ATHENA provides Guidance specially for close proximity
operations, autonomous rendezvous and docking (RVD) by
implementing a path planning algorithm that compute the op-
timal desired trajectory. As this is the reference trajectory that
the chaser is following throughout the maneuver, two impor-
tant key features are required: high performance and safety.

The first key feature is achieved by optimizing the ap-
proach phase of the trajectory trough an inverse optimization
problem. The trajectory is firstly parametrized trough polyno-
mials of a fixed, user-chosen degree. Some coefficients will
be analytically computed to satisfy the initial and final con-
straints (position and velocity), while the free coefficients left
will be used as optimization variables. The polynomial ex-
pressions function of these variables are derived and substi-
tuted into the controlled Tschauner Hempel equations [7] to
compute the control. The free coefficients are then varied till
a minimum manoeuvring ∆V is reached.

The second key feature, the safety, is guaranteed by means
of a collision avoidance approach. Knowing the shape of the
target it is possible to compute a 3D shape function which ap-
proximates the targets geometry and creates a safety region
around the target called Keep Out Coating (Figure 4). It is
then checked at each time instant if the trajectory is either
inside or outside the target by substituting the chasers po-
sition components into the shape function and verifying the
sign of the functions value. Clearly, as the target is rotating,
the chasers positions components will be firstly expressed into
the targets body frame by means of a simple frame rotation.

Fig. 4. Keep Out Coat Illustration

More details about the path planning algorithm can be
found at [8].

2.5. Planning and Scheduling Solver

ATHENA provides planning and scheduling capabilities by
integrating AIDMAP within the framework. AIDMAP (Au-
tomatic Incremental Decision Making And Planning) is a sin-



gle objective incremental decision making algorithm that al-
lows to solve very complex combinatorial optimization prob-
lems such as tasks planning and scheduling.

One of the peculiarity of the AIDMAP is that the decision
making problem is modelled using a tree-like topology, a de-
cision tree where the nodes represent the possible decisions
while links/edges represent the cost vector associated with
the decisions. AIDMAP incrementally builds the decision
tree from a database of elementary building blocks. These
blocks represent a phase or leg of the mission. Using this ap-
proach eases the transcription of the problem into a tree-like
topology. The resulting graph is then evaluated using a set
of deterministic or probabilistic heuristics. The determinis-
tic heuristics in AIDMAP are derived from classical Branch-
and-Cut algorithms ([9, 10]) while the probabilistic heuris-
tics are bio-inspired and mimic the evolution of the slime
mould Physarum Polycephalum, a simple organism endowed
by nature with a simple but powerful problem-solving heuris-
tic [11, 12, 13, 14]. Unlike Branch-and-Cut that uses a set of
deterministic branching and pruning heuristics, the Physarum
algorithm uses probabilistic heuristics to decide to branch or
prune a vein. To be more specific, branches are never really
pruned but the probability of selecting them may fall to al-
most zero. A more detailed description about AIDMAP and
the Physarum is given in [15, 11, 16].

Being able to solve planning and scheduling problems
provides to ATHENA the capabilities to solve optimal se-
quence of tasks execution typically required to design close
proximity operations or autonomous rendezvous and dock-
ing. In particular, ATHENA can generate optimal execution
plans and control profiles to rendezvous with multiple targets
or to dock multiple spacecraft with a single target.

3. APPLICATIONS

So far, ATHENA has been successfully used in four complex
mission scenarios. In this section, the four mission scenarios
are briefly presented in order to give a flavour of the capabili-
ties and versatility of ATHENA together with the introduction
of a work-in-progress project.

3.1. Navigating to the Moon in the Restricted Four Body
Problem

ATHENA was originally developed to provide Orbit Determi-
nation (OD) and navigation analyses for the European Moon
Orbiter (ESMO). ESMO was designed to reach the Moon by
following a Weak Stability Boundary (WSB) transfer. The
rich nonlinear dynamics of this type of transfers requires a
particular navigation and control strategy to ensure capture
into an uncontrolled relatively stable orbit at the Moon. Both
uncertainty in the orbit determination process and in the con-
trol of the thrust vector were included in the navigation analy-
sis. An Unscented Kalman Filter was used to do estimate po-

sition and velocity along the transfer trajectory starting from
measurements coming from one or more ground stations. The
interested reader can find more detailed information on this
mission scenario in [6].

The navigation and control strategy was based on the def-
inition of a capture corridor in the state space (Figure 5). The
capture corridor is defined as the set of states that, at each time
along the transfer, provides an uncontrolled weak capture at
the Moon. The navigation and control strategy was ensuring
that the spacecraft was within this corridor at any time during
the transfer.

Fig. 5. Corridor Illustration

The observations and Trajectory Correction Manoeuvres
(TCMs) were allocated so that the flow of possible trajecto-
ries coming from the errors in state estimation and manoeuvre
execution was within the corridor. The convergence to the re-
quired set of states at injection was achieved by re-targeting
the nominal solution and checking the inclusion in the cor-
ridor at different stages along the transfer. The aim of each
TCM was to minimise the deviation from the nominal tra-
jectory at certain points, called way-points. Figure 6 illus-
trates the navigation strategy along the WSB transfer. Two
TCMs were allocated after each orbit determination to correct
the trajectory up to the next way-point. The following con-
strained optimisation problem was solved to optimally define
the magnitude of each pair of TCMs:

minimize
u∃U

∆vTCM1
+ ∆vTCM2

subject to x(twp, u)− xNominal(twp) = 0

where xNominal(twp) is the nominal state of the space-
craft, and u is the control vector that must be optimized and
contains the TCMs time of execution, direction and magni-
tude of the TCM.

Figures 7 show an example of targeting of the capture cor-
ridor after the last TCM. Yellow dot represent the desired cap-
ture corridor while black dots are the results of a Monte Carlo
simulation of the controlled trajectory. As the figures show
the inclusion in the capture corridor is guaranteed for the ma-
jority of the trajectory simulated during the Monte Carlo run.



Fig. 6. Navigation Strategy along the WSB transfer

Three sequential filtering techniques were evaluated to es-
tablish which approach was the most suitable for the orbit
determination and navigation strategy. These filters are: Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF), Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)
and Kalman filter based on high order Taylor expansions.

Table 1. Elapsed CPU time for the filtering processes, using
a 64-bit Linux CentOS 5.4, 2.93GHz Intel Xeon X5570, and
absolute error for the estimated state.

Elapsed Abs. Pos. Abs. Vel.
CPU time [s] Error [Km] Error [mm/s]

EKF 20.52 6.657 26.48
UKF 47.02 0.765 4.94

HAEKF(2) 45.06 2.081 11.17
HAEKF(3) 1737.22 1.602 7.91

Table 1 shows the elapsed CPU time necessary to pro-
cess all the measurements by the different filters. The most
computational intensive filter is represented by the third order
HAEKF (HAEKF s=3) itself, while the elapsed CPU time for
the second order HAEKF (HAEKF s=2) and UKF is about
50 seconds. The EKF is the fastest method but it is still the
least precise when compared to the other methods. The re-
sult of the comparison showed that all the filters are suitable,
but best results are obtaining for third order HAEKF and for
the UKF. However, the computational cost of the filters led to
choose the UKF.

3.2. Collaborative Navigation and Control of a Forma-
tion in the Proximity of an Asteroid

This mission scenario considers the collaborative navigation
and control of a formation of spacecraft around an asteroid.
Each spacecraft in the formation is equipped with a sensor

Fig. 7. Position and Velocity dispersion error for 100 runs af-
ter the last TCM in the r-t plane. The yellow points represent
the corridor. 3% error on TCM.

suite made of attitude sensors, a camera, a LIDAR and inter-
satellite range and angular position measurements.

A formation of 4-spacecraft is placed in the proximity of
the Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) 99942 Apophis and expected
to follow a set of predefined periodic orbits. Multiple mea-
surements collected by the sensor suites on each spacecraft
are exchanged, datafused and used to estimate the state of
each spacecraft with respect to the asteroid. Inter-spacecraft
links are proved to substantially improve accuracy and re-
silience in case of partial or total failure of some of the sen-
sors. For the datafusion process four different filtering tech-
niques were tested: EKF, UKF, EHF, UHF.

Table 2 reports the estimated initial states of the spacecraft
in the Hill’s reference frame of the asteroid. Figure 8 shows
instead the reference periodic orbits each spacecraft has to
follow. The initial mass of each spacecraft is 500 Kg, and
the maximum cross section area is 20 m2. A mean value of
1.2 for the reflectivity coefficient is assumed, with a uniformly



Table 2. Initial conditions for the spacecraft in the Hill refer-
ence frame of the asteroid.

SC-1 SC-2 SC-3 SC-4
xh [Km] 0.0323 0.0460 0.0323 0.0920
yh [Km] −0.500 −1.039 −0.503 −1.104
zh [Km] −0.774 −0.608 0.307 0.451
ẋh [mm/s] 0.193 0.051 0.259 0.009
ẏh [mm/s] −4.480 −18.120 −4.533 −1.467
żh [mm/s] −7.837 −6.350 −3.652 −4.942

distributed uncertainty of 20%. The GNC loop is closed using
a Lyapunov controller.

Fig. 8. Reference trajectories for the four spacecraft.

Different filters were considered to datafuse the measure-
ments gathered by all the spacecraft. The selection of the op-
timal filter technique was based on the average RMSE and on
the maximum steady state expected error (1-σ) after 1 day op-
erations, reported in Table 3. As one can see the UHF presents
superior performance compared to the other filters both in
terms of estimated and controlled trajectory. The UHF is
more accurate than the UKF with a RMS that is 25% lower in
position and about 30% in velocity. When one considers the
maximum expected errors, the UHF also presents the best re-
sults. One advantage of the unscented filters (UKF and UHF)
is that they do not require the derivation and propagation of
the Jacobian matrices. Although the computational cost is
20% greater than for the EHF, the UHF provided higher ac-
curacy and robustness also in the estimation of the fully con-
trolled trajectory.

The results for the error in position obtained for the con-
trolled dynamics are showed in Figure 9 for the case in which
the spacecraft share their measurements. The simulation
spans 2 days with a time interval between measurements
of 10 minutes. The test was repeated 100 times to assess
the statistical relevance of the results. The use of a collab-

Table 3. Average RMSE comparison for different filters -
SC-1

UKF EKF EHF UHF
CPU time [s] 1086 834 906 1140

RMSE position 24.03 24.30 18.18 17.78
(max 1-σ) [m] (43.53) (48.56) (41.88) (31.82)
RMSE velocity 2.27 2.41 1.88 1.59

(max 1-σ) [mm/s] (2.71) (2.97) (2.60) (2.03)
RMSE contr. pos. 27.27 27.89 20.50 20.39

(max 1-σ) [m] (47.56) (52.82) (45.23) (34.36)
RMSE contr. vel. 4.67 4.90 4.67 4.63
(max 1-σ) [mm/s] (9.34) (9.64) (7.51) (6.5)

orative approach with shared measurements improves the
accuracy already in the case all sensors are correctly work-
ing. Where the real advantage of a collaborative approach
becomes evident is when some sensors malfunction. In the
non-collaborative case the estimation error for each space-
craft is higher than in the collaborative case.

Table 4. Test cases with failures.
Case SC-1 SC-2 SC-3 SC-4

1 I C,L/R,I C,L/R,I C,L/R,I
2 I I C,L/R,I C,L/R,I
3 I C,L/R,I C,L/R,I C,L/R*,I
4 I I C,L/R*,I C,L/R*,I
5 I* I* C,L/R*,I C,L/R*,I

C-camera, L/R-LIDAR, I-Inter-spacecraft
*degraded sensor

Table 4 reports the different cases used to assess the im-
provement of the estimation process in the case of failure or
corrupted information. In the following, only the results for
SC-3 and SC-4 are reported, because they present the worst
and best results in terms of RMSE for all the cases. The
trend for cases 1 to 4 is very similar to the collaborative case
demonstrating that the inter-spacecraft link compensates for
poor or incomplete direct measurements. In case 5, instead,
spacecraft SC-3, experiences higher levels of error and the
controller is not able to converge as in the other cases (Figure
10). Figure 11 shows that for SC-4 the oscillatory behaviour
is less pronounced in cases from 1 to 4. In case 5, instead, SC-
4 has a behaviour comparable to the one of SC-3, with maxi-
mum controlled position and velocity error respectively in the
range 30-50 m and 3-6 mm/s (after the initial transient). More
detailed information on this mission scenario can be found in
[5].



Fig. 9. Comparison between the error in position for the
controlled dynamics without (top) and with (bottom) inter-
spacecraft communication.

3.3. Asteroid ephemerides improvement via satellite mea-
surements

In this mission scenario, an asteroid orbit determination
method is proposed that combines asteroids line of sight
measurements from multiple spacecraft and Sun Doppler
shift sensor with spacecraft-to-ground tracking data. Differ-
ent approach configurations are evaluated for a 2-spacecraft
formation and it is shown that the integrated use of spacecraft-
to-asteroid and ground-to-spacecraft measurements provides
an effective way to improve the ephemerides of the asteroid.
All the models and results presented here are extensively
reported in [5].

In the following, it is assumed that two spacecraft will
approach the asteroid at the same time when the asteroid is
at perihelion. In such a situation, if the spacecraft formation
travels from the Sun direction, given its visual magnitude of
19.7, the asteroid could be detected from a distance of about
2,000,000 km. We conservatively assumed that both space-
craft will concurrently start the acquisition of the target at
1,000,000 km from the asteroid.

Fig. 10. Error in position for the controlled dynamics with
inter-spacecraft communication for SC-3.

Fig. 11. Error in position for the controlled dynamics with
inter-spacecraft communication for SC-4.

The configuration of the approach and acquisition phase
is depicted in Figure 12. The initial conditions are given with
respect to the asteroids Hill reference frame in terms of dis-
tance, azimuth and elevation . Both spacecraft are placed at
1,000,000 km with an approach velocity of 100 m/s in mag-
nitude directed along the spacecraft-to-asteroid vector. If the
two spacecraft are separated by a small angle, the asteroid
trajectory becomes poorly observable as it is not possible to
accurately triangulate the position of the asteroid. Direct dis-
tance measurement from the asteroid to the spacecraft cannot
be acquired using the LIDAR neither can the distance be de-
rived from a single camera, unless complicated dogleg ma-
noeuvres approach is adopted, because the shape of the as-
teroid might not be known in advance or the camera might
not have a sufficiently high resolution. Therefore, the angular
separation of the two spacecraft, seen from the asteroid, needs
to be sufficiently high.

Table 5 reports the results for different configurations of



Fig. 12. Reference frames and notation for the improvement
of the ephemerides of an asteroid.

τ and λ, each one simulated for 100 times. It is assumed that
the measurement acquisition and state estimation processes
run for 7 days. The first spacecraft was placed on the nom-
inal orbit plane of the asteroid while the second spacecraft
was given a maximum out of plane component equal to the
asteroids initial dispersion in position that corresponds to a
value of 3 degrees for λ. When the Doppler measurement is
added, there is a general improvement of these estimates, es-
pecially for cases 1 and 7. However, for other configurations,
the use of the Sun Doppler shift measurements does not lead
to a noticeable improvement in the results. More detailed in-
formation on this mission scenario can be found in [5].

3.4. De-tumbling control of asteroids and space debris

This mission scenario presents an approach to control the ro-
tational motion of an asteroid or a large piece of debris (satel-
lite or rocket body) while a spacecraft is deflecting its trajec-
tory through laser ablation. During the deflection, the prox-
imity motion of the spacecraft is coupled with the orbital and
rotational motion of the celestial body. The combination of
the deflection acceleration, solar radiation pressure, gravity
field and plume impingement will force the spacecraft to drift
away from the celestial body. In turn, a variation of the mo-
tion of the spacecraft produces a change in the modulus and
direction of the deflection action which modifies the rotational
and orbital motion of the celestial body. An on-board state
estimation and control algorithm in ATHENA simultaneously
provides an optimal proximity control and a control of the

Table 5. Analysed configurations and final estimated error
without and with Doppler shift.

SC-1 SC-2 No Doppler Doppler
τ [deg] τ [deg] Pos. Vel. Pos. Vel.
λ [deg] λ [deg] Error Error Error Error

[Km] [mm/s] [Km] [mm/s]
1 90 270 31.38 100.90 26.89 90.87

0 3
2 180 270 5.66 19.36 5.79 19.05

0 3
3 135 270 8.04 19.61 8.09 19.15

0 3
4 135 139 17.50 62.63 17.09 62.88

0 0
5 135 136 25.14 801.00 25.67 82.27

0 3
6 135 135.5 26.25 82.69 26.48 84.05

0 3
7 135 135.5 115.25 374.90 101.97 358.10

0 0.5

rotational motion of the celestial body.
For the case of a 4m asteroid Figure 13 shows the esti-

mation of the rotational states derived from optical flow mea-
surement of some selected features.
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Fig. 13. Angular velocity estimation error

Figures 14 show, instead the accuracy to control the
spacecraft to stay in a predefined control box at an average
distance of 50m from the target. An interesting capability
is the estimation of the acceleration induced by the laser ab-
lation process on the asteroid. This acceleration cannot be
directly measured and is instead derived as an unmodelled
dynamic components by the filtering process.

Figure 15 shows the estimation versus the actual simu-
lated acceleration.



Fig. 14. Discrete Control - Actual controlled position (a) and
velocity error (b).

For more details on the detumbling of asteroid please refer
to [4].

3.5. Autonomous Collaborative On-Orbit Servicing

This study proposes an autonomy framework for autonomous
On-Orbit Servicing (OOS) capable of planning and schedul-
ing the execution of elementary pre-defined actions to fulfill
complex OOS missions. The final aim of this study is to de-
velop a framework for collaborative operations for a swarm of
servicing spacecraft to perform multi docking and undocking
operations in a coordinated manner.

This framework has been named as ACO2SF (Autonomous
Collaborative On-Orbit Servicing Framework). The two main
components required by the framework are: i) a planning and
scheduling solver and ii) a distributed GNC architecture, both
required capabilities provided by ATHENA toolbox.

ACO2SF is built on top of ATHENA and implements a
cascade flow procedure architecture in which all the processes
have been gathered in two consecutive layers: Decision Layer
and Executive Layer. The Decision Layer is the first to be
conducted in order to allocate the resources and to generate an
optimal execution plan. In this layer, the most optimal path
for each of the spacecraft is computed which includes col-
lision avoidance with the target (possible, a non-cooperative
tumbling target) and with the rest of the servicing spacecraft.
This is essential to provide an optimal synchronized chore-
ography for all of the agents that ensures safety through out
all over the operation plan. Once all of the actions have been
scheduled and assigned, the execution plan is carried out in
the Executive Layer. All the servicing spacecraft conduct all
the actions in a synchronized manner while keeping direct
communication to react to any unforeseen event.
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Fig. 15. Estimated acceleration from the laser and plume
force vs. the actual acceleration. The dashed black line is
the simulated acceleration induced by the ablation process,
while the continuous black line is the simulated measurement
from the impact sensor

The ACO2SF is responsible for:

• Allocate resources across the system

• Plan and schedule actions

• Execute the made decision

• Monitor the performance during the execution phase

• Provide contingency reactions to overcome any unfore-
seen event during the execution phase.

In order to provide safe autonomous docking, the path
planning algorithm has to take into account the tumbling rate
and the shape of the target to design the most optimal and safe
path. Figure 16 shows an optimal path to dock with a triaxial
tumbling target (ωx = 0.02, ωy = 0.01, ωz = 0.01) starting
from a relative distance of 100m. This docking manoeuvring
has an approximate cost of 8 m/s (∆V ) and a duration time
of 96.6 min. Figure 16 shows the performance of the state
estimation during the execution of the docking manoeuvring
using the combination of a LIDAR and Camera models and
the UKF.

However the aim of the framework is to provide an
optimal execution plan for a collaborative swarm of ser-
vicing spacecraft. This aim is achieved by means of ap-
plying AIDMAP to solve the time-depended combinatorial
problem. From a set of servicing spacecraft (resources),
S = {C1, C2, C3, . . . , Cn} and a set of tasks that have
to be conducted in different docking points on the target
, D = {DP1, DP2, DP3, . . . , DPn}, AIDMAP computes
the most optimal task sequence. Figure 18 illustrates a sce-
nario where three servicing spacecraft are located in a control
sphere of 100m of radius around the triaxial tumbling target,



Fig. 16. Docking Path with a triaxial tumbling target

Fig. 17. Estimation Errors

described in the previous paragraph. Each of the servicing
spacecraft have to carry out two operational tasks in any of
the defined docking points. Every time one operational task
has been concluded in any of the docking points, the servicing
spacecraft has to return to the control sphere before to pro-
ceed with the following task. Table 6 reports the most optimal
task sequence found for this example scenario characterized
with a maximum total cost of ∆V = 113.2m/s.

Table 6. Collaborative Multi-Docking Solution
Chaser Docking Point ∆V (m/s)

1st Docking
& Undocking
Phase

C3 DP3 16.8
C1 DP2 19.3
C2 DP1 16.7

2nd Docking
& Undocking
Phase

C2 DP2 16.4
C1 DP3 26.8
C3 DP1 17.3

Total 113.2

Fig. 18. Illustration of a collaborative multi-docking scenario

4. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the main features of ATHENA (Astrody-
namics Toolbox for High-Fidelity Error and Navigation Anal-
ysis) toolbox developed at Aerospace Centre of Excellence of
the University of Strathclyde to provide Guidance, Naviga-
tion and Control (GNC) solutions for a variety of complex
mission scenarios.

It has been shown that the actual ATHENA toolbox is ca-
pable of dealing with the following applications: navigating
to the Moon along low-energy transfers, autonomous naviga-
tion of a spacecraft formation in the proximity of an aster-
oid, asteroid ephemerides improvement via satellite measure-
ments, asteroid rotation and orbit control via laser ablation
and autonomous collaborative on-orbit servicing.

Results have shown that ATHENA can be applied suc-
cessfully to a different variety of complex mission scenarios
giving a very good performance. It has been shown the flexi-
bility and the versatility of the toolbox.

5. FURTHER WORK

The team is currently working on developing and implement-
ing new high precision techniques for the analysis of the mo-
tion of binary asteroid systems and the motion of spacecraft
in their proximity. In addition, new sensor models are being
implemented like FLASH LIDAR model together with new
3D shape reconstruction techniques to improve the pose and
shape estimation of the target. Being able to generate dock-
ing path planning without having any a priori knowledge of



the shape of the target will improve the level of autonomy and
safety of the servicing spacecraft to perform close proximity
and RVD operations.
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